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Hot Filling Machine for Juice 

LND is professional manufacturer and solution supplier for hot filling machine for juice. 
This PET bottle Washing / filling / capping machine is a three-in-one combination of our 
advanced technology of high temperature filling technique, and it is the application of 
independent research and development, it will be the same with pure water and mineral 
water advanced bottling models. This machine adopts conveying way for clip bottles’ lips, 
only need to replace very few parts, it can be applied to a variety of bottle type, smooth 
delivery. Filling method is Atmospheric pressure heat filling. 
 

LND Hot Filling Machine for Juice Technical Parameter 

1. Overall dimension（mm）: 2100*1500*2200 
2. Production capacity：4000-6000 b/h（500ml） 
3. Suitable bottle sizes: 300ml-1500ml 
4. Pressure of air source: 0.6Mpa 
5. Used air：0.3 ㎡ 3/min 
6. Water pressure of washing bottles：0.2-0.25Mpa 
7. Used water of washing bottles：1 T/h（Max. it can be adjusted） 
9. Filling mode：Atmospheric pressure filling 
10. Total capacity of motor：4.5Kw 
11. Rating pressure；380V50Hz 
12. Weight: 4000kg 
13. The machine includes: 2M air conveying system in front, 3M conveying system for 
bottles out in back, cap elevator. 
 

 

Hot Filling Machine for Juice 

 
LND is a professional manufacturer of hot filling 

machine for juice in China. We have been 

specialized in hot filling machine for juice for 12 

years. We are providing most reliable quality 

machinery with reasonable and competitive price. 

We will be your long term cooperation partner in 

China. 
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LND Hot Filling Machine for Juice Feature and Application 

This hot filling machine is mainly used for high temperature filling, it can be applied to a 
variety of bottle type. Filling method is Atmospheric pressure heat filling. Available for 
users with different needs 
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LND Hot Filling Machine for Juice Details 

 

Filling Machine for Juice 
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Filling Nozzles 
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Capping and Filling Unit 
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